
Ryan should accept opponent’s challenge 

  

Ryan Solen, the Democratic candidate in the 1st Congressional District race, has challenged his opponent, House 

Speaker Paul Ryan, to a debate, and we are eager for Ryan to accept. 

This election season has been brutal for Ryan and the GOP, even though Ryan handily defeated his Republican 

challenger in the Aug. 9 primary. 

Endless distractions involving GOP presidential nominee Donald Trump have muddled Ryan’s conservative 

message, leaving some voters to wonder whether Ryan’s main job nowadays is to address Trump’s latest gaffes. 

Ryan should use a debate with Solen to put on display his conservative credentials and ideas for uplifting the 

poor, strengthening the middle class and spurring capital investment. 

Ryan might think he has little to gain from debating Solen, but such calculations would go against the spirit of 

democracy and suggest too much reliance on incumbency status. 

Spending a couple hours discussing policy—not Trumpisms—is what this district needs. 

During a debate, Solen would likely raise Ryan’s endorsement of Trump as an issue, but we hope Solen would 

avoid trying to make this race a referendum on Trump and recognize the larger issues at stake. 

Here are four issues that we would like to see Solen and Ryan tackle in a debate: 

-- Poverty: Some Democrats are calling for raising the federal minimum wage to as high as $15 an hour, which 

they say would create a safety net for low-income households. Ryan unveiled in June an anti-poverty proposal to 

reform the welfare system, in part, by giving states and local governments more control over federal funds. 

-- Health care: Republicans still haven’t given up on repealing Obamacare. Ryan says Obamacare regulations 

have burdened employers and employees alike, and his proposal aims to create more flexibility within the system. 

Critics say the Republican’s plan would leave people vulnerable to losing insurance coverage. 

-- War on drugs: Some states have decriminalized recreational use of marijuana, while others have gone as far as 

to permit medical marijuana. Meanwhile, law enforcement and the courts struggle to find the best approach for 

dealing with people whose crimes relate directly to addiction. Do Solen and Ryan have any new ideas for handling 

drug-related problems? 

-- Terrorism: The United States has spent $1.7 trillion fighting terrorism abroad since 2001, according to one 

study. The U.S. overthrew Saddam Hussein only to create a power vacuum in the Middle East, prompting the rise of 

the Islamic State. Candidates routinely say the U.S. must defeat ISIS, though they often fail to address the 

complexities of terrorism. 

We are as tired as anyone with the dumbing-down of politics during this election cycle. Voters even had to 

endure a GOP presidential debate with some of the candidates making fun of each other’s body parts. 

The cure for the idiocy is substance, and Solen’s challenge is an opportunity for both 1st District Congressional 

candidates to inject some substance into this carnival-like election season. Declining to debate would be a mistake. 
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